Most stereovision applications are binocular which uses information from a 2-camera array to perform stereo matching and compute the depth image. Trinocular stereovision with a 3-camera array has been proved to provide higher accuracy in stereo matching which could benefit applications like distance finding, object recognition, and detection. This paper presents a real-time stereovision algorithm implemented on a GPGPU (Generalpurpose graphics processing unit) using a trinocular stereovision camera array. Algorithm employs a winnertake-all method applied to perform fusion of disparities in different directions following various image processing techniques to obtain the depth information. The goal of the algorithm is to achieve real-time processing speed with the help of a GPGPU involving the use of Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) in C++ and NVidia CUDA GPGPU Solution. The results are compared in accuracy and speed to verify the improvement.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past decades, stereovision systems have found many applications including in traffic control, ISR (intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance) missions and robotics. For example, a stereovision system can be used to construct a map for a UGV (Unmanned Ground Vehicle) in unknown environments for autonomous navigation [1] , to track an object of interest during UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) operations or as a positioning system for surgical robot navigation [2] .
Stereovision is the view of depth for a certain scene based on information captured by multiple cameras focused on the same scene [3] . Though applied very early, this topic was first raised formally in late 1970s and is now one of most popular and efficient methods to transform image of 2-D space to 3-D world today. The application of stereovision includes but not limited to robot navigation, surgical robot and stereo display. Currently the most widely applied stereovision method is binocular stereovision employing a pair of horizontal camera array; however, due to the complicated environment, the information from two cameras is too limited to solve all of the challenges in stereovision problems (i.e. occlusion). To improve stereo matching accuracy, more dedicated algorithms are developed [4] at the cost of dramatically increased processing speeds. Trinocular stereovision is achieved by introducing an extra camera to the binocular setup. The extra camera can be used to increase the accuracy of stereo matching. Furthermore, it can provide information about the occluded area from a different angle, hence enlarging the area covered by the vision system. Corresponding to the benefits, the cost of an extra camera is the increase in processing times as there is more information from the extra camera to be processed. Though previous research had proved the increase is still acceptable considering the benefits [5, 6] the slow processing speed would prevent applying trinocular stereovision in many time-critical applications like surgical robots or automation navigation. To improve the speed performance, a novel computation method is needed.
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) is specialized for compute-intensive, highly-parallel computation exactly what graphics rendering is about and therefore designed such that more transistors are devoted to data processing rather than data caching and flow control [7] . This unique architecture, Single-Instruction-Multi-Data (SIMD), enables the high parallelism computing ability of GPU. General Purpose Computing on GPU (GPGPU) takes advantage of this architecture to speed up large scale computing in many fields. It is an ideal solution for computer vision application like stereovision. This paper presents an approach to real-time trinocular stereovision implemented on an L-shape camera array and GPGPU. Previous research work is reviewed in Section 2. Camera settings, algorithms and implementations are presented in Section 3. The evaluation of results is discussed in Section 4 which focuses on speed and stereo matching accuracy.
RELATED WORK
Trinocular stereovision has been the focus of earlier research. In [5] , the authors compared binocular stereovision and trinocular stereovision in detail and reached the following conclusions:
• Based on different settings and environments (like baseline length, camera resolution and light condition), trinocular stereo match accuracy would improve 7% -54%
• Computational cost for the processing of the third camera would increase the overall computational cost around 25%
In light of these conclusions this work examines whether trinocular stereovision is superior to binocular stereovision in terms of accuracy, and reviews modern methodologies for dealing with the additional computational cost of a third camera. The primary objective in stereovision is to solve the correspondence problem. That is to calculate the depth of a point P in the scene, P must be located in multiple cameras in the stereovision system, and these points P i must be recognized as the same point in the scene. In order to generate sufficient correspondences and further, to allow for additional feature extraction, the orientation and location of the cameras relative to each other and the scene is a primary concern.
The configuration of the trinocular cameras is examined in some detail in [8] and it is pointed out that vertical edge detection is best done with two cameras stacked vertically, while horizontal edge detection is best done with two cameras placed along the horizontal axis. Additionally, inline arrangements of cameras deal well with the problem of occlusion. These results lead to the common L-shaped configuration of trinocular cameras as in [8, 9, 10] and others.
With the increase in computational performance over the last 20 years, the 25% increase in computational cost of trinocular stereovision over binocular stereovision is easily absorbed. It is therefore computationally realizable to investigate the accuracy of trinocular stereovision. In [8, 9, 10] , the authors achieved inspiring results. The algorithms explored in [8, 9, 10] , could run in near real-time with an acceptable accuracy. However these works were implemented with traditional computing methods relying on the general purpose CPU or an FPGA. One possible improvement in computational speed over [8, 9, 10] could be a GPU implementation. A GPU implementation could provide the needed computational performance to overcome the restrictions on camera resolution that were used in [8, 9, 10] in order to achieve real-time performance.
This work additionally aims to be comparable to other studies on the accuracy of trinocular stereovision. While [5] used Digital Elevation Maps to create ground truth data, and [10] used constructed dense laser scanning data to create ground truth data, [9] used only a qualitative examination of image results to determine the accuracy of the trinocular system. [8] argues, in contrast to [5] and [10] , that for generalizable comparison of trinocular stereovision system performance, a consistent and available ground truth data must be used. In the case of [8] , the Middlebury stereovision evaluation was used. This work continues the tradition of using the Middlebury stereovision evaluation in order to provide comparable results.
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Camera Settings
To approach the method, first problem to be settled is how to arrange three cameras. Three methods of camera arrangement were compared: inline arrangement wherein all three cameras are set in a line with parallel focus line; equilateral triangle arrangement in which all focuses of three cameras are set in three vertexes positions of a equilateral triangle and L-shape arrangement that one camera locates in the center while one on its left (right) and the other above the center camera. In all cases, the configurations of three cameras are the same and the axes of the three cameras are all parallel which could make all image planes parallel hence avoid unnecessary Figure 1 . An overview of the methodology used in the implementation of the trinocular stereovision reported in the paper.
image transformation to eliminate images distortion caused by angles between camera axes which would slow processing speed a lot [8] .
Among the three arrangements, inline arrangement provides a longer epipolar line which could benefit the accuracy; however, there is less common overlap area among three input images hence the fusion result will be impaired. The equilateral triangle arrangement would provide a good vertical view and the biggest common overlap area, but as the epipolar line of the vertical pair is neither vertical nor horizontal, as a result, additional image transformation is needed and speed performance would be influenced. Based on the analysis, the arrangement of cameras is in L-shape style. 
Trinocular stereovision algorithm
The algorithm takes four major steps to reach the final goal: grayscale transformation from colorful images, features enhancement filtering to fit different orientation matching with two types of Sobel Filter, horizontal and vertical block matching with Sum of Squared Difference (SSD) algorithm and finally fuse horizontal and vertical disparity image together based on probabilistic to get the final result image. Fig. 1 illustrates an overview of the implementation.
The goal of applying Sobel Filter is to enhance features in one orientation respectively in order to improve stereo matching result. Sobel Filter is a very suitable method for edge detection and feature enhancement as it could present derivative and smoothing from different orientations [11] with specifically design. The Sobel Filter applied in traditional binocular stereovision is a 3 × 3 template matrix as
As the epipolar constraints are different for the two orientations, we need to enhance features in different orientations for the two stereo matching pairs. For horizontal pair, vertical feature is more helpful to determine disparity and similarly horizontal feature is more useful for vertical pair. Hence the Sobel Filter applied to horizontal pair does not fit for vertical pair. A new type Sobel Filter is designed to enhance horizontal feature for vertical stereo matching
After filtered with Sobel Filters respectively, we could compute the stereo disparity image of horizontal pair and vertical pair with Sum of Squared Difference (SSD). An important reason to choose SSD rather than Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) is the operations in SSD are unified. The character would help SSD to perform better in GPGPU environment. An algorithm for horizontal stereo matching is listed in Alg. 1
Algorithm 1 Horizontal stereo matching
end if end for minSSD(i, j)=min(SSD); disparity(i, j)=find(SSD==min(SSD)); end for where d is an approximate disparity range.
Similarly the algorithm for vertical stereo matching could be described as in Alg. 2.
Exampled on Tsukuba Dataset and analyzed with Middlebury Stereovision Page [12] , the results of horizontal and vertical stereo matching disparity images as presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the result analysis where a black area means bad matching pixels We could find from the result that the error matching pixels in the two disparity images are aggregated in different areas, meaning that if we could find a way to combine two disparity images into one with a good method, we could achieve a better stereovision results. As mentioned in algorithm description before, the positions of minimum SSD value composite disparity image and also minimum SSD values are also recorded into a matrix. As SSD measures the difference of two pixels, the lower SSD stands for higher similarity of two pixels. Hence the minimum SSD values represent the reliability of the disparity result. A lower minimum SSD value means a higher probability to be a good match. Following this method we could design an algorithm to combine the horizontal and vertical stereo matching result. The minimum SSD matrix of horizontal and vertical matching will be compared pixel by pixel. Parameter k within (0,1] could function like a lever to balance between two matchings. Default value for k is 1. If minimum SSD value of horizontal matching is lower than minimum SSD value of vertical matching in a coordinate (x,y), we could say horizontal matching is more reliable in this coordinate. So in (x,y) of final result, the value of horizontal matching could take the position. To describe the algorithm based on horizontal matching case in pseudo code (Alg. 3)
end if end for minSSD(i, j)=min(SSD); disparity(i, j)=find(SSD==min(SSD)); end for where minSSD h stands for minimum SSD collection from horizontal matching, minSSD v stands for minimum SSD collection from vertical matching, minSSD stands for final minimum SSD collection, k stands for the adjustable ratio parameter, diparity h stands for disparity value from horizontal matching, diparity v stands for disparity value from vertical matching and disparity stands for final fusion disparity.
To implement the algorithm, OpenCV library and its GPU module which employs NVIDIA CUDA [13] are applied. The source code in OpenCV only supports binocular stereovision hence a lot of source code change work is done, including vertical stereo matching and disparity image combination.
Algorithm 3 Horizontal matching case
for
RESULTS EVALUATION
Most performance tests are run with Tsukuba stereo dataset [14] via Middlebury Stereovision Page which is the authoritative site in evaluation of stereovision algorithm. The reason to pick Tsukuba is that currently it is the only available stereo dataset in Middlebury Stereovision Page which supports L-shape stereovision. The program is based on OpenCV 2.3.1, NVIDIA CUDA 4.0 architecture. Hardware platform includes an Intel Core i7-2720M, NVIDIA GTX560M Graphical Card and 8GB RAM. As they are not a focus of research, some variable parameters in the stereo matching function are set to an ideal value in advance. Fig. 4 (left) shows the result of the disparity map obtained by running the algorithm on the Tsukuba Dataset. Table 1 shows result of stereo match accuracy evaluation from Middlebury Stereovision Page. Compared to horizontal alone or vertical alone result, it is obvious that trinocular is a success to combine input images from two orientations. Fig. 4 (right) also depicts the improvements obtained by the fusion from Middlebury analysis. Black area stand for bad match pixels Processing time is an important concern of this algorithm. For Tsukuba Dataset, the resolution of image is 384 × 288. The algorithm takes average 2.165ms to process one frame, far above the typically real-time standard, which is 25fps-40fps (25ms-40ms per frame). The time spent on data transportation between device and host is not included. A test was also done using the Tsukuba dataset in 640 × 480, 800 × 600 and 1280 × 960. All time performance results are in Table 2 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The result of the testing has shown the method to be successful. Though based on a simple algorithm for the sake of processing speed, stereo matching accuracy of final disparity image improves a lot from any single match and reaches an acceptable level. The computation speed also meets the real-time requirements.
Possible future work includes implementing similar methods utilizing stereo algorithms other than block matching, finding a better way to fusion results from two orientations and implementing a GUI. To convert this method into a real stereovision system working on video rather than image and to install on mobile robot is the ultimate goal. However many factors need to consider. The synchronization of different cameras and continued data transportation between device and host are two important topics to be solved.
